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Hello Orange Class. We are going to be doing some RE today. Today is known as Ascension Day. 

This is the day where Jesus left Earth to go to heaven to be with God. It is a special day in our 

liturgical calendar.  

Activity 1: Go through the story of the Ascension Day on the PowerPoint on the website or 

watch this video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UcFw8pLBSIo. . Whilst reading or watching 

the story I want you to think about why this story is important to us. Reflect upon what you find 

important about this story and what stands out to you.  

 

Activity 2: Time to do some arts and craft      . You are going to create an image or craft of 

Jesus ascending to heaven to be with God. There are a few examples of the arts and crafts you 

could create at the bottom of this page. There are also lots of ideas on google image and 

Pinterest if you type in Ascension Day crafts.  

On the cloud above Jesus, I would like you to reflect on the Ascension Day story.  I would like 

you to write a few sentences on why this story is important to you and what part stands out to 

you the most. I have on included some stem sentences to help with the writing.  

This story is important to me because …. 

The part of the story that stands out to me is……… 

Example of what could be written: This story is important to me because it shows when Jesus 

goes up to heaven to be with God. This is important to me as it shows when you die you go to 

heaven to be with God. The part of the story that stands out to me is when Jesus gave his 

friends a job to do because this job is till happening today.  

Examples of arts and crafts of Ascension Day: 
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Templates of Jesus: 
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